
KULT-TOUR

CYCLING TOUR

No wonder the ancient Romans liked it here...

Starting point
tourist information

Location
Seebruck


distance:
48.4 kilometres 

duration:
04:00 hours


maximum altitude:
579 meters 

minimum altitude:
515 meters


altitude difference:
259 ascending 

altitude difference:
259 descending

Seebruck - Roitham - Seeon - Truchtlaching - Traunreut - Traunwalchen - Chieming - Seebruck

The round begins with the Celts and Romans, so to speak in the past. It goes back 2,000 years to historic Seebruck am 
Chiemsee. In professional circles, Seebruck is one of the best-researched Roman towns in all of Bavaria. The exhibits can be 
viewed in the Bedaium Roman Museum in the middle of town.

Passing the small spa park with the bird watching tower and the Roman kiln, we continue to Esbaum, where the 
reconstruction of a Roman road shows the construction of Roman long-distance roads. Following the northern shore of 
Lake Chiemsee, you will reach Roitham, past the Restaurant Malerwinkl, via Stetten and Fembach. We recommend visiting 
the Roitham art mill there. Passing through the Seeoner Seen nature reserve you reach the Seeon monastery . The 
monastery, which is idyllically situated on a peninsula, offers those interested in art and history a variety of cultural event 
and sightseeing highlights. You cross a small bridge, pass the imposing Mozarteiche and drive along Lake Seeon to the 
center of Seeon. A detour to the private brewery “Camba Bavaria” is recommended for beer lovers. There are several 
different tours and also a self guided tour, a bakery and a small beer garden. From there it goes on to Truchtlaching an der 
Alz. The Upper Alz is very quiet. In summer the water here is relatively warm and of drinking water quality. This makes 
the Alz not only the perfect bathing river , but also a place for rubber boats .

The cult tour continues on side roads overland to Traunreut. There is a new museum here, DAS MAXIMUM 
KunstGegenwart . Works by Georg Baselitz and Andy Warhol are on display, among others. The cycle path runs back to 
Chiemsee in a similarly idyllic way. In Chieming-Hart, the St. Laurentius Church with its remarkable sculptures invites 
you to make a short stop. From the Chieminger Uferweg you have a clear view of the Chiemgau Alps. The lido invites you 
to jump into the lake and in the village you can strengthen yourself with ice cream, cake and coffee.

https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/reisefuehrer-chiemgau/a-roemermuseum-bedaium-seebruck
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/reisefuehrer-chiemgau/a-naturschutzgebiet-seeoner-seen
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/brauerei-camba-bavaria
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/dasmaximum
http://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/urlaub-chiemsee


The last cycling stage then runs directly along the Chiemsee . At the entrance to Stöttham you can get your circulation 
going at a Kneipp facility before continuing via Schützing to Seebruck. The local marina , with its water and dry berths for 
boats, is one of the largest in Bavaria. Sailing school and boat rental, an outdoor pool area with an area of over 30,000 
square meters and a flat, well-kept beach are a guarantee for everyone looking for water fun.

http://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/urlaub-chiemsee
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